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① Social responsibility of scientists and engineers
② The political character of cryptographic work
③ The dystopian world of pervasive surveillance
④ Creating a more just and useful field
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Three events shaping scientists’ view of social responsibility

Rise of environmental movement
Children spraying DDT, 1953

Experience of atomic scientists
Bombing of Hiroshima, 1945

Nuremberg trials
Doctors’ trial, 1946-47

Dr. Karl Brandt

❶②③④ Social responsibility of scientists and engineers
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The Democratization of Responsibility  

- Do not contribute with your work to social harm.
A negative right. Obliges inaction. 

- Contribute with your work to the social good.
A positive right. Obliges action.

- These obligations stem from your professional role.
For us: as a cryptographer, computer scientist, and scientist.

❶②③④ Social responsibility of scientists and engineers

The Ethic of Responsibility
for scientists and engineers
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Ethic of Responsibility becomes the 

Doctrinal Norm
• Professional “Codes of Ethics” like those of ACM and the IEEE
• Organizations like Pugwash, CPSR, EFF, PI, EPIC, CDT, … emerge
• IACR Bylaws:

“The purposes of the IACR are 

to advance the theory and practice of cryptology and related fields, and
to promote the interests of its members with respect thereto, and
to serve the public welfare.”

Jonas SalkCarl SaganRichard FeynmanAlbert Einstein

The Good Scientist becomes  a Cultural Icon

❶②③④ Social responsibility of scientists and engineers
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The Ethic of Responsibility in Decline

Data-mining faculty candidate

Could you describe your personal view 
on the social responsibilities of computer 
scientists?

Phil

• Easy to find scientists for military work
• UC runs WMD labs.  Universities run on federal/military funding
• Social-utility of work nearly unconsidered by students
• In academia, having a normative vision deprecated:  

Our job is not to save the world, but to interpret it  – S. Fish
• CS Faculty recruiting –

❶②③④ Social responsibility of scientists and engineers

I’m a body without a soul
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Artifacts and Ideas are Routinely Political

Alice Bob

PKG
MK

IDA

DA

PP

C  Enc(PP,IDA,M)

M  Dec(PP, C, DA)

❶②③④ Social responsibility of scientists and engineers
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Cryptographer as 

SPY
Cryptographer as 

SCIENTIST

①❷③④ The political character of cryptographic work 7/30
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I told her [my wife, circa 1976] that we were headed into a 
world where people would have important, intimate, long-
term relationships with people they had never met face to 
face.  I was worried about privacy in that world, and that’s 
why I was working on cryptography.

Whitfield Diffie,  testifying at the 
Newegg vs. TQP patent  trial, 2014

Cryptographers Used to be More Political

The foundation is being laid for a dossier society, in 
which computers could be used to infer individuals’ 

life-styles, habits, whereabouts, and associations from 
data collected in ordinary consumer transactions. 

Uncertainty about whether data will remain secure 
against abuse by those maintaining or tapping it can 

have a `chilling effect,’ causing people to alter their 
observable activities.

David Chaum: Security without Identification:
transaction systems to make big brother obsolete. CACM 1985.

Whit Diffie

David Chaum

①❷③④ The political character of cryptographic work
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Venues of the
10 most cited papers citing [Chaum]:
Untraceable electronic mail, 1981
(4481 citations)

1. Peer-to-Peer Systems
2. Designing Privacy Enhancing Technologies
3. Proc. of the IEEE 
4. Wireless Networks
5. USENIX Security Symposium
6. ACM SIGOPS
7. ACM Tran on Inf. Sys
8. ACM Comp. Surveys
9. ACM MobiSys
10. IEEE SAC

Venues of the
10 most cited papers citing [GM]

Goldwasser and Micali
Probabilistic Encryption, 1982/84

(3818 citations)
1. CRYPTO
2. FOCS
3. MobiCom
4. CCS
5. STOC 
6. EUROCRYPT
7. STOC
8. CRYPTO
9. FOCS
10. CRYPTO

Disciplinary   Divide

9/30①❷③④ The political character of cryptographic work

outlier

Top10(Chaum)  Top10(GM) = 
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Cypherpunks 
The strongest advocates of crypto

Tim May – Eric Hughes – John Gilmore
Steven Levy, “Crypto Rebels”, Wired, 1993.

We must defend our own privacy if we expect to have any. We must come together and 
create systems which allow anonymous transactions to take place. … We are defending our 
privacy with cryptography                                                                                      Eric Hughes, 1993 

But we discovered something. … A strange property of the physical universe that we live in. 
The universe believes in encryption.  It is easier to encrypt information than it is to decrypt 
it. We saw we could use this strange property to create the laws of a new world

Julian Assange, 2012

In words from history, let us speak no more of faith in man, but bind him down from 
mischief by the chains of cryptography.                                                   Edward Snowden, 2013

①❷③④ The political character of cryptographic work
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Cryptography doesn’t always favor the weak.  
It depends. 

Alice Bob

PKG
MK

IDA

DA

PP

C  Enc(PP,IDA,M)

M  Dec(PP, C, DA)

Alice Bob
( EA , DA)

C  Enc(EA, M)M  Dec(DA, M)

EA 

1. Conventional

encryption (sym or asym)

2.   Identity-based

encryption (IBE)

3.  Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) 

and indistinguishability obfuscation (iO)

①❷③④ The political character of cryptographic work
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The Summer
of Snowden
2013

Edward Snowden
2013

①②❸④ The dystopian world of pervasive surveillance
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Complexity + Secrecy:   A Toxic Mix

ACLU + ProPublica Summary – June 20, 2014

Phil Mihir

①②❸④ The dystopian world of pervasive surveillance

?
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Privacy is a 
personal good

①②❸④ The dystopian world of pervasive surveillance

Inherently in 
conflict

Security is a 
collective good

Encryption  
has destroyed 
the balance.  
Privacy wins  

Risk of 
Going 
Dark.

The bad guys 
may win

Law-Enforcement Framing
U.S. FBI Director

James Comey
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Makes people 
conformant, 

fearful, boring.
Stifles dissent

①②❸④ The dystopian world of pervasive surveillance

Surveillance 
is an 

instrument 
of power

Tied to 
cyberwar and 

assassinations

Technology 
makes it
cheap

Privacy and 
security usually 
not in conflict

Surveillance-Studies Framing

Hard to stop.  
Cryptography
offers hope

Drawing by the
six-year-old daughter of

surveillance-studies scholar 
Steve Mann
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FBI’s “suicide letter” to civil rights 
leader Martin Luther King, Jr   1964

①②❸④ The dystopian world of pervasive surveillance

Activist
Abdul Ghani Al Khanjar

Free Trade Area of the
Americas summit

Miami, 2003

Student activists at 
UC Berkeley, 1964

Political Surveillance
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Instinctual Disdain

Animals don’t like to be surveilled because it 
makes them feel like prey, while it makes the 
surveillor feel like—and act like—a predator

Paraphrased from Bruce Schneier, Data and Goliath, 2015

①②❸④ The dystopian world of pervasive surveillance
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Crypto

Crypto-for-PrivacyCrypto-for-SecurityCrypto-for-Crypto

What happened to the 
Crypto Dream?

2013

Arvind Narayanan
What happened to 
the Crypto Dream? 

2013

Narayanan’s taxonomy

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field

We need more people
working here
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The xMail problem
Secure Messaging Assisted by an Untrusted Server

A B
X

PK
(PK, SK)

C = Enc (PK, M)

Untrusted server

R =Req(i, SK)

S = Ser(DB, R)

M = Dec(SK, S)

Intend: Neither the server nor a
global, active adversary has any 

idea who sent what to whom

I’d like to read my i-th message

Work in progress
inspired by

Adam Langley’s 
Pond

DB

I’d like to email B

DB DB ||C

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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Bigkey Cryptography
[Bellare, Kane, Rogaway]

L
leak

how we are going to protect computer systems assuming there are APTs inside already 
which cannot be detected?      Is everything lost?    I claim that not, … because the APT is 
basically going to have a very …narrow pipeline to the outside world. … I would like, for 
example, …the secret of the Coco-Cola company to be kept not in a tiny file of one kilobyte, 
….   I want that file to be a terabyte…                                                                Adi Shamir, 2013

K
XKEY K P

M $

CR

RO

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field

Security in the bounded-
retrieval model. But we want

• Simple & generic tool
• Tight & explicit bounds
• ROM
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K
leak

1. Let the adversary learn some ` bits L about K

2. Choose p random positions into K,  i 1, …, i p [|K|]

3. Ask the adversary to predict the value of K at those 

positions: K[1], …, K[i p].

4. What’s the best it can do at getting everything right?

L

50% leakage:  best adversary

has advantage at most 2
-0.168 p

0.168  - lg(1 - c) where c[0,1/2] 
satisfies H2(c) =0.5 =|L|/|K|with
H2(x)= -x lg x - (1 - x) lg(1 - x)
the binary entropy function

[Bellare, Kane, Rogaway]

Bigkey Cryptography
Subkey prediction problem

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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More examples of crypto-for-privacy
(beyond the obvious: mix nets, Tor,  and bitcoin)

1.  Attend to problems’ social value. Do anti-surveillance research.

a. Riposte [Corrigan-Gibbs, Boneh, Mazières 2015] – private broadcast 
b. scrypt [Percival 2009], [Alwen, Serbinenko 2015], Argon5 [Biryukov, Dinu, 

Khovratovich 2015] – memory-hard password-hashing
c. Algorithm substitution attacks – [Bellare, Peterson, Rogaway 2014]

d. Logjam attack [Adrian et al.] – Two-stage attacks on DH …
…

2.  Be introspective about why you’re working on what you are.

First suggestions

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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Practice-oriented provable security
for crypto-for-privacy

Mihir Bellare,  Phil Rogaway
Provable Security

Provable Security

a. Asymptotics favored
b. Aesthetically-construed minimalism
c. Symmetric primitives ignored
d. Nonconstructive language for stating results
e. EA, KD, and secure messaging ignored
f. Condemnatory attitude towards “non-standard” models

Historical, inessential aspects of

3.  Apply practice-oriented provable-security to anti-surveillance problems.

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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Against Dogma

A

RO
“All models are wrong, 

but some are useful”

George Box
1919-2013

4. Be open to diverse models. Regard all models as suspect and dialectical.

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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U.S. Perspective
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Percentage of CRYPTO papers that 
acknowledge US DoD funding among all 
papers that acknowledge US extramural 
funding

U.S. DoD funding for CRYPTO papers, 2000-2015

Military Funding – 1

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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DARPA’s Mission: “to invest in the breakthrough technologies that can create
the next generation of [U.S.] national security capabilities.”

“avoiding technological surprise — and creating it for America’s enemies.”

Military Funding – 2

Changes our values.     Reflects our values. 

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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Military Funding – 3

“Three of the last four sessions were of no value whatever, and indeed there was almost 
nothing at Eurocrypt to interest us (this is good news!)”

“There were no proposals of cryptosystems, no novel cryptanalysis of old designs, even 
very little on hardware design. I really don’t see how things could have been better for our 
purposes.”                                                             – NSA CRYPTOLOG: EUROCRYPT ’92 Report

NSA likes us doing work “which might affect cryptology at some [distant] future time 
or (more likely) in some other world.”

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field

5.   Think twice about accepting military funding.

6.   Regard ordinary people as those whose needs you aim to satisfy.
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Cute or Scary?

For most cryptographers,
adversaries are notional.
We joke about them.
We see crypto as a game.



7.  Stop with the cutesy pictures.  Take adversaries seriously.

8.  Figure out what research would frustrate the NSA.  Then do it.

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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More Suggestions

9.  Use the academic freedom you have.

10.  Get a systems-level view.

11. Learn some privacy tools.  Use them. Improve them.

12. Design and build a broadly useful cryptographic commons.

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field
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Conclusions

• We are twice culpable for the surveillance
mess — as computer scientists and
as cryptographers.

• A genuine dystopia.

• Not optimistic.
But some reasons for hope.

• Like the cypherpunks, embed values in your work.

• Just because you don’t take an interest in politics doesn’t
mean politics won’t take an interest in you.    - Anonymous

“Truth is Coming and Cannot be Stopped”  (2013)
Sarah Lynn Mayhew & D606
Street art in Manchester, UK

①②③❹ Creating a more just and useful field

Go to my homepage
http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/
for the paper corresponding to this talk
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1. Attend to problems’ social value. Do anti-surveillance research.
2. Be introspective about why you’re working on what you are.
3. Apply practice-oriented provable-security to anti-surveillance problems.
4. Be open to diverse models. Regard all models as suspect and dialectical.
5. Think twice about accepting military funding.
6. Regard ordinary people as those whose needs you aim to satisfy.
7. Stop with the cutesy pictures.  Take adversaries seriously.
8. Figure out what research would frustrate the NSA.  Then do it.
9. Use the academic freedom you have.
10. Get a systems-level view.
11. Learn some privacy tools.  Use them.  Improve them.
12. Design and build a broadly useful cryptographic commons.

Suggestions towards

Making cryptography more socially useful


